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I ^^al^Y^^cra^ on clamping bar
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- secured to and positioned across a screening machine in

-parallel space relationship, said nodules having a peripheral

portion defined by side and end walls and a plurality of

openings extending thrqugh said modules inwardly of the

peripheral portion, the side and end wall of the modules

being provided with inter engaging means which interlock with

longitudional and transverse channels in said clamping bars

to secure said modules in position in the machine.

According to one embodiment the interengaginq means

comprises protuberances on the side and end walls of each

module. «•

In a modification the interengaging means comprises

protuberances on the inside faces of the side walls of the

modules and a transverse rail interlocked with the end walls

of the modules.

The invention will be now more particularly described

with reference to the preferred embodiments shown in the

accompanying drawings in which:
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•Figure 6 ia a perspective view of the under aidea of a

module and

Figure 7 is a perspective view aimiliar to figure 1

illustrating another embodiment of the invention.

Referring now to the drawings, Tne screening module is

designated generally by the reference 1. It is preferably

made from polyurethane and has ends 2 and 3 and sides 4 and 5

defining the peripheral portion of the module.* The module is

conventiently formed in a molding operation, the peripheral

portion is provided with reinforcement preferably in the^form :}t

of steel strips or bars 6 and 7 and .in addition the module is
*

provided with a plurality of openings formed by iongitudional

members 8 and transverse members 9. These members may be

provided with reinforcement in the form of reinforcing bars

embedded in the longitudinal member 8 and transverse members

9. The size of the openings will be selected to suit the

particular requirements of the material to be screened.
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2$ 8«*P«d and dimensioned as to accurately accommodate the

protuberance 10 o£ an adjoining module as illustrated in

figure 5.

The end walls 2 and 3 each include an integral skirt

portion 12 which extend below the bottom edge of the side

walls 4 and- 5 illustrated in figure 6. The inner face 13 of

this skirt is provided with an arcuate shape. protuberance 14

(figure 6). Whilst it is possible for these protuberances to

extend throughout the length of the skirt it is preferred

that they only extend -for such a length as to be completely

accommodated in a transverse channel designated generally by

the reference 15 in the clamping bar 16 as illustrated in .

figure 1. The inner faces of the side walls 4 and 5 are "each

provided with a protuberance 17 which may extend throuqhout

the length of the end walls or only part way as circumstances

dictate.

The clamping bars 16 are also preferably made of

polyurethane and extend over the length of the machine, the

side wall of which are identified by the reference numerals
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t^l¥idVm^Wbores 23: wbi'

^48 to register! with th« suppor

' bar 24 en^edded^in'tiie clamping bar during the manufacti

thereof. Bolts 26 seating on washers 27 pass through holes ^

28 in the reinforcing bar 24 and are secured by nuts (not

shown) to the support members 20 21, and 22. ?\

Each clamping bar is provided with a centrally located "M

longitudionally extending channel 29 in its upper face and of.M
course the transverse channels 15 previously referred to. li\

•v'V-

The longitudional channel 29 has straight side wails 30 and ,"|

31 forming lips leading to a circular shaped bottom portion |

32. The transverse channels 15 likewise have~straight side - %
walls 33 and 34 also forming lips leading into a circular: M
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shaped bottom portion* 35. As will be apparent from figure 1

the longitudional channels 29 intersect the transverse

channels 15 at right angles.

!^i!?jLh_5 suPP°*t members secured in the machine and the

clamping bars secured to the support members in the manner

previously described the screening modules 1 are locked in

position as follows. The module is positioned on the



A•^^il; ^:•Wa'^^w» :^^r«:•l the protuberances 10
of each module. snap into the channel 11 of an adjoining
module. The interlocking of adjoining modules and the
locking of the respective modules to the clamping bar in the
manner described insures a tight fit and so dust and
aggregate particles and moisture cannot penetrate between the
interfaces of the components thereby minimising wear and
ensuring long life. Additionally no separate fasting means
are used and worn or damaged modules may be removed and
replaced in a matter of seconds.

Wear plates 36 are provided to protect the side walls 18
and 19 of the machine. These plates are preferably made from
Polyurethane and as indicated in figure 4 they include a

longitudinally extending body having a downwardly extending
tongue 37 having the bottom portion of its side face formed
with a protuberance 38 of the same configuration as the
bottom portion 35 of the channel 29. in use the tongue snaps
into the longitudional channel 29 and bears tightly against
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the long Itudional members 9.

In the case of this embodiment the bottom edge 39 of the \!

end walls 2 and 3 is provided with a downwardly opening

channel 40 having limbs 41 and 42. The inner face of the

limb 41 is provided with an inwardly directed protuberance

43. The protuberance may extend throughout the length of the

v

end walls of the module or it may only extend over a portion :V

of the length as circumstances dictate. |

The modules are supported on rails designated generally I

by the reference 45 which in turn are supported on the -1

clamping bars 16. The bar 16 seats on the support members |

20, 21 and 22 and is secured thereto by bolts 26. The

clamping bars are provided with horizontal channels 15 and

lonjitudional channels 29 as described in the previous

embodiment.

Th^-.rAiia_A5.^xtend- t-ransversely--across -the machine and

are adapted to seat in the transverse channels 15. Each rail
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gfcfthere*;wi^^uriace of the raila and the casing bara
being plana ri

•

,
The clamping bara and raila form a grid like structure

which extends across the machine and supports the modules.
The modules are simply pressed into the longitudional
channels 29 and the channels 50 in the rails 45 with the
protuberances 40 engaging the inner face of the channels
50. Adjoining modules are likewise pressed into their
respective transverse and longitudional channels thereby
forming a rigid tightly interlocked screening structure. .

As in the case of the previous embodiment worn or
damaged modules may be replaced within a very short time
without the necessity of releasing special securing means
such as nuts, bolts, screws and the like. Wear plates 36
Protect the sides 18 and 19 of the machine in the same manner
as described with the reference to the previous embodiment.
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modul*^!^ machine •

2. A module screening system as claimed in claim 1 wherein

the inter engaging means comprises protuberances on the side f

and end walls of said modules.

3. A modular screening system as claimed in claim 2 wherein

said transverse channels intercept said longitudional

channels at right angles, said transverse channels being

deeper than said longitudional channels and said transverse ;||

and longitudional channels being keyhole shape in cross

section.

4. A modular screening system as claimed in claim 3 wherein!

the inside faces of the side and end walls of each module aref

provided with a semicircular protuberances extending at least!

part way along the length of said walls, said protuberances

and the adjoining wal-1 sections being so dimensioned as to
?|f

occupy one half the width of the transverse and longitudional*/

channels, the other half of the width of the said channels

being occupied by the protuberances and adjoining wall

sections of the side and end walls of an adjoining module

whereby modules are locked in position on said clamping bars.
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iiP^^ in: claim 1 .wherein

**' tne 8lde «nd>hd|wall8 of each nodule have reinforcing bars*

embedded thereinY

7. A modular screening system as claimed in claim 1 wherein
"... * "

said inter engaging means comprises protuberances on the"

inside faces of the side walls of said module and a

transverse rail interlocked with 3aid end walls.

8. A modular screening system as claimed in claim 7 wherein

said transverse channels intercept said longitudional

channels at right angles, said transverse channels being

deeper than said longitudional channels and said transverse

and longitudional channels being keyhole shape in cross

section.

9. A modular screening system as claimed in claim 8 wherein

the said protuberances are semi-circular in cross-section and

extend at least part way along the length of said side walls

said protuberances and the adjoining section of the side

walls being so dimensioned as to occupy one half of the width

of the longitudional channels, the other half of the width of

said channels, being occupied by the protuberances and

adjoining wall section of an adjoining module.
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having a protuberance extending inwardly into said ih^nelisi^

and which ia complementary in shape to the shape of half the m
cross-sectional shape half of the transverse channel in said ^
rail/ said protuberance being adapted to enter and seat in

one half of said channel, the protuberance of an adjoining

module being adapted to enter and seat in the other half of

said channel whereby adjoining modules are locked to said

transverse rail. —
12. A modular screening system as claimed in claim 10

wherein said transverse rail has a reinforcing bar embedded

therein.

13. A modular screening system as claimed in claims 1 or 7

wherein said clamping bar is secured to support members

m
1

i

extending across said machine.

7
14. A modular screening system as claimed in claims 3 or 8

wherein wear plates are provided to protect the sides of the

machine, said wear plates having a tongue extending from the

bottom edge, the tongue being provided with a protuberance
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L'ea^inwardly ;of thai peripheral portion^

^ arid trahsVeraia channels in said clambina bars to s^cfurQ siftransverse channels in said clamping bars to secure skid?

modules in the machine, the outer face of one

end of each module being provided with a protuberance and

the outer face of the other end wall of the module being

provided with a corresponding channel, said protuberances

and said channels extending the length of the end walls

and being located adjacent the top edge thereof, the

protuberances on one module being adapted to enter and

interlock with the channel of an adjoining module whereby

adjacent modules are interlocked.

,1

2. A module screening system as claimed in claim 1 whereii

the inter engaging means comprises protuberances on the side

K I

and end walls of said modules.

3. A modular screening system as claimed in claim 2 whe

in said transverse channels intercept said longitudinal

channels at right angles, said transverse channels being

deeper than said longitudinal channels and said transverse

and longitudinal channels being keyhole shape in cross~ sectio;
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stuberances and 4 ^ "'<-"

end walls of ah

adjoining wdulefwhereby modules^ locked lh position on said
.; cla^l«gVi^^;?;;.>.t

5. A nodular screening system as claimed in claim 1

wherein the- side and end walls of each module have reinforcing
bars embedded therein.

6. A modular screening system as claimed in claim 1 wherein
said inter engaging means comprises protuberances on the

inside faces of the side walls of said, module "and a trans-
verse rail interlocked with said end walls.

7. A modular screening system as claimed in claim 6

wherein said transverse channels intercept said longitudinal
channels at right angles, said transverse channels being
deeper than said longitudinal channels and said transverse
and longitudinal- channels being keyhole shape in cross

section.

8. A modular screening system as claimed. in claim 7 where-
in the said protuberances are semi-circular in cross-section
and extend at least part way along the length of said side
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System as claimed ih" Claim

8

,^^wwei^ with a^ channel in

v? *^^PP^ the length o£ the rail
:#^|

each sidejwall b£ aaid rail being provided with a protuberance]

extending at leaat part way along the length of said side

walls # said protuberances and said rail forming a shape

which is complementary to the shape of said transverse

channels and is adapted to be a snap fit therein.

10. A modular screening system as claimed in claim 9

wherein the bottom edge of the end wall of each module is

provided with a downwardly opening channel, said channel

having a protuberance extending inwardly into said channels

and which is complementary in shape to the shape of half the

cross-sectional shape half of the transverse channel in

said rail, said protuberance being adapted to enter and seat $

in one half of said channel, the protuberance of an

adjoining module being adapted to enter and seat in the* other

half of said^channel whereby adjoining modules are locked

to said transverse rail.

11. A modular screening system as claimed in claim 9

wherein said transverse rail has a reinforcing bar embedded

therein.
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adjoining module

1

1*' A f^f^" screening system substantially as herein-

bef®5e
.

dea"^?d illustrated In figures 1 to 6 of the

accompanying drawings.

15.' A modular screening system substantially as herein-

before described and illustrated in figure 7 of the

accompanying drawings.
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